Skin profiles during sinusoidal vibration of the fingerpad.
Skin on the fingertips of humans and monkeys was stimulated by a probe vibrating with a sinusoidal displacement. The probe and the skin were illuminated stroboscopically and were viewed through a dissecting microscope. The stroboscope was triggered by the sinusoidal generator via a digital delay, so that the position of both the probe and the skin could be measured at regular intervals during the cycle. Six frequencies and 3 amplitudes of vibration were used. During a portion of the cycle the probe and the skin separated, so that the skin waveform was a clipped sinusoid. An increase in stimulus frequency increased the fraction of the cycle during which the probe and the skin were separated. Adding a static pre-indentation to the vibration reduced this fraction, and for this condition a decrease in vibratory amplitude also decreased the fraction. Thus the skin motion contained harmonics that were not present in the probe motion, and the harmonic content differed for different stimulus conditions.